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Weekly - August 16, 2021 

¨Forty years ago, we chose the wrong path¨ …¨ 

¨We are now 40 years into the experiment of letting giant corporations 

accumulate more and more power. And what have we gotten from it? Less 

growth, weakened investment and fewer small businesses¨ …  

¨Our economy isn’t about people working for capitalism; it is about 

capitalism working for people¨ 

Extracts from President Biden speeches. July 2021 

 

End of a neoliberal doctrine, in force for 40 years 

Mr. Bork’s doctrine on antitrust policy has prevailed since 1978. In essence, it 

features that the major goal of antitrust policy should be to promote “business 

efficiency”, as ultimately measured by consumer prices.  

 

Bork seminal book, April 1978 

 

In practice, it means that the consumer welfare is essential. When it emerged, this 

doctrine was politically fashionable, as totally in sync with the laissez-faire politics 

of Ronald Reagan’s administration. Economic policies for the last half-century 

have been designed to drive down the cost of consumer goods, without any 

consideration for wages. Hence, the long prevailing disinflation would confirm 

that this doctrine benefitted to US consumers. But the actual price of the most 

prevalent things to the middle class (namely healthcare, housing, and education) 

have been rising must faster than CPI and salaries. Practically, without a causal 

link having been established, Bork’s doctrine rather coincided with… a severe 

slowing down of American family income growth.  

 

PERFORMANCES  2021 

 EQUITIES  

 MSCI World +16.2% 

 S&P 500 +19.0% 

 Nasdaq +15.0% 

 Stoxx 600 +18.8% 

 SPI +19.5% 

 Nikkei +0.3% 

 China -5.2% 

 Emerging -0.8% 

  

 BONDS  

 CHF Corp  +0.5% 

 US Govt -1.5% 

 US Corp -0.4% 

 US HY +3.6% 

 EUR Gvt -0.3% 

 EUR Corp +1.3% 

 EUR HY +3.3% 

  

 CURRENCIES  

 USD index +2.9% 

 EURUSD -3.5% 

 EURCHF -0.2% 

 USDCHF +3.4% 

 USDJPY +5.9% 

 EM FX -2.5% 

  

 COMMODITIES   

 Gold -6.5% 

 Silver -10.8% 

 Brent +34.0% 

 Copper +22.9% 

 CRB index +29.3% 

Biden Ideologic Shift 
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Source: US Census Bureau, Jason Furman’s calculation 

 

The impact of prevailing US antitrust policy remains highly 

controverted 

This doctrine is now a political obstacle against the 

restoration of labor purchasing power 

 

The new route, from capital to labor 

Last month, the White House signed an executive order 

on competition policy. It contains no less than 72 

measures designed to eradicate anticompetitive 

practices, across most segments of the US economy. 

While it is not about low prices, it rather concentrates on 

higher wages. The rationale behind this rebalancing 

comes from the huge gap wages have experienced in a 

framework of solid productivity progress. This analysis is 

irrefutable when looking at data. For sure, the lion share 

of the value creation did not go into labor’s pockets.  

Source: Lyn Alden 

 

The rise in corporate concentration (monopsony 

formation) and the relentless dismantling of Unions have 

led to an increase in market power, ultimately detri-

mental for people in work. This issue could be addressed 

by the new Biden’s policy. 

 

But other mega-forces also explain the secular downward 

pressure on US wages. It first comes down to globalization, 

featuring the sequential rise of Japan, followed by Asian 

tigers, and lately China. In a world where trade is relatively 

free, you cannot earn more than your competitors, namely 

if they have better education, more working hours... 

Another impact comes from digital / technology-based job 

disruption. This is clearly not addressed by new Biden’s 

program. 

The great ideologic rebalancing of President Biden has 

started 

Biden’s executive order may well be remembered as the 

major turning point away from neoliberalism 

• Biden policy should support consumption and 

somewhat reduce inequalities 

• But US companies’ international competitiveness will 

deteriorate in relative terms 

• And the lack of incentives for business investment will 

reduce productivity growth 

• Last but not least, higher wages will ultimately 

exacerbate inflation 

 

Fixed income. Bond managers capitulation vs. 

institutional structural appetite 

It is a tough time trying to make a directional call on US 

Treasury yields. Strategists have downgraded their year-

end targets after the US 10-year yield dropped as low as 

1.12% in early August. JPMorgan lowered its 10- and 30-

year yield forecasts by 20 bps to 1.75% and 2.40%. 

Goldman cut was larger, knocking the 2021-end target to 

1.60% from 1.90%. We have since then learned that the Fed 

tolerance for an inflation overshoot is not as large or as 

durable as initially articulated by the Board. The US bond 

market has continued to surprise. The US 10-year yields 

have snapped back up to about 1.40%, putting the tenor 

on track for a second week of losses - the longest stretch 

since March - before receding to below 1.30%. 

 

The US yields appear to have overshot to the downside as 

most investors have reduced their underweight on bonds. 

However, the message is still very unclear. Real money 

managers have scaled their exposure. The JPMorgan 

Treasury Clients positioning survey was particularly 

interesting. Clients are now the least long since February 

last year and the least short since this past April. Add that 

together, neutral positioning is now the most extended 
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since February. ETF investors are similarly lost on where 

to go next. Short interest on TLT- the iShares 20+ Year 

Treasury Bond ETF - back at about 6% of shares 

outstanding. That is down from 26.9% in May - the 

highest since 2015 - when the reflation trade was in full-

swing. It looks like a capitulation. 

 

TLT short interest 

Source: HIS Markit Ltd, Bloomberg 

 

On the other side, sell-offs attract dip buyers. Most of 

them are regulatory players like banks, pension funds or 

insurance companies. Last week, the US Treasury 

department launched 3 regular auctions. All have been 

successful. The 3-year maturity note auction drew strong 

investor demand. End-user demand was that strong that 

it left primary dealers with their smallest share, 26.2%, 

since August 2017. The bid-to-cover ratio rose to its 

highest level since March at 2.5x. The US 10-year 

Treasury auction demand climbed to its highest level on 

record. The bid-to-cover ratio rose to 2.65x, the highest 

level since May 2020. Direct-bidder takedown dipped to 

13.1% but exceptionally strong indirect demand left 

primary dealers with a record low take of 9.6%. And 

finally, the US 30-year auction bid-to-cover ratio 

matched the average from the previous 4 new issues at 

2.21x. Indirect bidders took down 60% of the bonds, just 

above the average from the previous 4 new issues. Direct

-bidder participation rose to 21%, the highest level since 

April. Primary dealers were left with 18.3% of the bonds, 

well below the recent average. 

 

The debt ceiling problem will lead to an extension of the 

period with zero net debt supply, which possibly could 

be one reason behind super strong demand in the recent 

auctions. 

 

The explosion of the number of Fed governors willing to 

taper soon has given bond bears a welcome pause from 

the short squeeze in June/July. The US 10-year yield has 

risen c.20 bps from its bottom but remains very low from a 

macro perspective. Positioning and the very low net 

issuance likely into October make the short-term bond 

outlook blurry but we stick to a macro and Fed scenario 

that should allow for 1.5% to 2.0% yields later this year. 

• Still waiting for Jackson Hole symposium to get new 

impulse about the size and timing of the monetary 

policy adjustment 

 

Currencies. RBNZ will start hiking this week 

The RBNZ should deliver the first key rate hike of 2021 in 

the developed world at its August 18
th

 policy meeting. We 

look in detail into the meeting and the market implications. 

In summary, as the market is fully pricing in a 25bps rate 

hike in August (and another one by year-end), there should 

be a limited positive impact on NZD. Most of the market 

reaction will likely depend on the rate-path projection that 

will be updated in the Monetary Policy Statement. As of 

now and since the RBNZ pointed out its willingness to 

tighten monetary policy, the NZD has consolidated above 

the annual lows around 0.6950. It has not yet fully benefit 

from the re-pricing of RBNZ rate expectations on the 

hawkish side. Once market sentiment settles and the USD 

stabilizes, the attractive yield of NZD should make it an 

outperformer compared to G10 

• The NZD/USD may continue to slowly move to its 

recent highs around 0.73 

 

Equities. Biotechs Covid, ephemeral companies? 

Are the biotechs, which discovered the Covid Messager 

RNA vaccines, going to disappear at the end of the 

pandemic or are they doomed to a promising future? 

 

A Morningstar analyst estimates that the Covid vaccine 

market will be at $ 72 billion in 2021, $ 65 billion in 2022, 

and will drop to $ 8 billion in 2023. In the immediate future, 

the continuation of the pandemic will likely require the 

injection of a 3rd dose for those already vaccinated this fall. 

And potentially, 50% of the world's population still needs 

to be vaccinated. Then, Moderna and BioNTech 

renegotiated a 25% price hike for their vaccines. The WHO 

estimates that the pandemic will extend beyond 2022. 

Countries like New Zealand and Australia do not plan to 

open their borders to tourists until the end of 2022, at best. 

 

Since October 2020, the stock market performances of 

Moderna and BioNTech have been exceptional thanks to 

very effective vaccines and the first to have been validated 

by health authorities. CureVac's stock performance is more 
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difficult with a vaccine that does not exceed a 50% 

effectiveness rate. Novavax has a different positioning, 

being fully integrated into the WHO Covax solidarity 

program. Novavax uses a new technological process, like 

that of Sanofi which is developing 2 vaccines with 

GlaxoSmithKline, based on recombinant proteins. This 

process is already used for current vaccines against 

hepatitis or whooping cough. The Novavax vaccine is 

said to protect up to 100% and is very effective against 

the variants. 

 

Stock market performance (base 100) since October 2020 

Source: Heravest, Bloomberg 

 

Today, the vaccines validated by the authorities are those 

of Pfizer / BioNTech, Moderna, Janssen, Astrazeneca, The 

Gamaleya National Center (Sputnik V / Russia), 

Sinopharm (China), Sinovac (China), CanSinoBIO (China) 

and Serum Institute of India. The vaccines from Novavax 

and Sanofi should be validated this fall. 

 

The results of biotechs linked to Covid vaccines are 

obviously very good. For 2Q21, Moderna reported sales 

of $ 4.35 billion and profit of $ 2.8 billion; the group 

forecasts revenues of $ 20 billion in 2021. In 2021, 

Moderna will produce between 800 million and 1 billion 

doses, and between 2 and 3 billion in 2022. For its CEO, 

Stéphane Bancel, the story does not stop at Covid-19. 

Moderna, like BioNTech, will be disruptors in the vaccine 

market. Pfizer / BioNTech will produce 3 billion doses in 

2021. 

 

The future ? It shows promise with the development of 

new vaccines, still based on messenger RNA technology. 

The fields of application will touch on cancers, AIDS, Zika 

virus transmitted by mosquitoes (dengue, tiger), 

Chikungunya virus, malaria, herpes, Ebola, hepatitis B, 

Epstein-Barr virus (mononucleosis), seasonal influenza 

(traditional vaccines are effective between 40% and 60%), 

respiratory viruses, autoimmune diseases and other rare 

genetic diseases. Several companies are working on 

particle vaccines, which is a single vaccine that can provide 

lasting protection against several viruses from the same 

family. Novavax has a pipeline geared towards seasonal 

influenza, viruses causing respiratory disorders like MERS, 

SARS, RSV, and Ebola. 

Source: Moderna 

Source: BioNTech 

 

The advantages of vaccines based on messenger RNA are 

the simplicity and speed to produce, its great capacity for 

adjustment and a high immune response, so no need to 

add adjuvants like traditional vaccines. RNA reduces 

secondary effects. 

 

However, there is a negative point, raised by anti-vax: the 

lack of hindsight, in particular on long-term tolerance (5-10 

years); but this RNA vaccine platform is not new, since 

scientific studies date back to ten years already, for Ebola. 

 

Moderna will build a production plant and a research 

center in Canada. In the meantime, Moderna has 

partnerships with Lonza, Catalent, Laboratorios Rovi, 

Sanofi, Samsung Biologics and Thermo Fisher Scientific. 

Sanofi has just announced the acquisition of Translate Bio 

for $ 3.2 billion, a US specialist in messenger RNA. 
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These new companies still have to meet a few challenges: 

1. The rapid discovery of messenger RNA vaccines 

has been possible thanks to the billions donated 

by countries, mainly US, UK and Europe. In the 

future, these biotech companies will have to 

appeal to shareholders and / or use their cash. 

2. Moderna, BioNTech and others have benefited 

from fast approval procedures from health 

authorities. The next vaccines will have to follow a 

normal procedure (6-12 months). 

3. It is not yet clear whether vaccines for other viral 

diseases will have such a high rate of effectiveness. 

 

It is difficult to value these new biotech companies, 

because at 2-3 years there is a risk that there will be a 

collapse in sales with, we hope, the end of the pandemic. 

But at 3-5 years, the outlook looks very promising. 

• The pandemic could end at best in 2023 according to 

the WHO. Until then, vaccination and booster doses 

will benefit Covid biotechs. 

• With a medium-long term vision, we are a buyer of 

Moderna and BioNTech 

• In the immediate future, we would buy Novavax. Its 

vaccine will be approved this fall 

• In traditional pharmas, we recommend Johnson & 

Johnson with a target of $ 200 and Sanofi at € 100. 

 

Equities. Climate is an emergency 

2020 gave us a break, Earth Overshoot Day was August 

22nd. Just a respite thanks to the pandemic and the 

decline in consumption linked to health restrictions. In 

2021, this day has been advanced to July 29th. Earth 

Overshoot Day refers to the date when humanity has 

used as much living resources as the Earth can 

regenerate in a year. From August 1st, we will therefore 

be living the next 5 months on credit. 

  

Since 1970, the Overshoot Day has advanced relentlessly 

Overshoot Day by countries 

Source: National Footprint ant Biocapacity Accounts 

 

Two main factors have contributed to bringing Overshoot 

Day forward: the 6.6% increase in our carbon footprint 

compared to 2020 and the 0.5% decrease in global forest 

biocapacity (the capacity of forests to produce natural 

resources - forest products such as wood, paper - and to 

store carbon). This decrease is largely due to the peak of 

deforestation recorded in the Amazon. In Brazil alone, 1.1 

million hectares of forests were destroyed in 2020, a record 

since 2008. A trend that does not weaken: in the first half of 

2021, deforestation in the Amazon increased by 17%. For 

the third year in a row, the forest will lose around 10,000 

km², 60% more than the average for the decade preceding 

Bolsonaro's coming to power (2009-2018).  

 

A few days before the start of the dry season, these figures 

point to another record fire season in Brazil. For the first 

time, the Amazon rainforest, one of the lungs of our planet, 

would release more CO2 than it would capture. By losing 

forest, we lose carbon sinks and reduce the benefits it 

provides to us (raw materials, biodiversity, water regulation, 

etc.). 

 

The physical report of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change and an intergovernmental body open 

to all member countries of the United Nations) is very 

alarming. We must act now, not tomorrow. This report 

points out that the forecasts made in 2000 come 20 years 

earlier; the rise in average temperature is accelerating 

faster than expected. 
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Greenhouse gas emissions as a result of human activities 

mainly come from: 

1. Production of heat and electricity 25%. 

2. Agriculture, forestry and land use 24%. 

3. Industry 21%. 

4. Transport 14%. 

5. Buildings 6%. 

6. Other 10%. 

 

Greenhouse gas emissions: 

1. Carbon dioxide (CO2) 77%, human origin. 

Combustion of fossil fuels (oil, coal, gas). 

2. Methane 17%. Fermentation: swamps, landfills, 

digestion of ruminants). 

3. Ozone 6%. 

Source: BP Statistical Review of Wolrd Energy 2019, Statista 

Even more worrying are the signs of a slowdown in the 

Gulf Stream. A shutdown of the Gulf Stream would be a 

tipping point. 

 

The Gulf Stream belongs to a larger group of currents, 

named AMOC, Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation. 

This assembly transports hot water circulating on the 

surface from the tropics to the north of the Atlantic Ocean. 

At the same time, cold water flows deeply in the other 

direction. This phenomenon makes it possible to distribute 

the heat received from the sun and allows Europe to 

experience mild winters compared to North America, yet 

with similar latitudes. One of the causes behind this 

slowdown is the melting ice in the Arctic. This melting adds 

fresh water to the oceans. Fresh water being lighter than 

salt water, it will have less tendency to descend and 

therefore to join the cold currents which circulate the water 

towards the tropics. 

 

AMOC marine current system 

The consequences of stopping the Gulf Stream? A loss of 

climate stability and a devastating global impact. Less rain 

in India, South America and West Africa, more storms, 

lower temperatures in Europe. 

 

So far, the Gulf Stream is showing signs of destabilization. 

Climate scientists are sounding the alarm by saying “we 

cannot let a shutdown of the Gulf Stream happen” and “the 

more CO2 we release into the atmosphere, the greater the 

likelihood of this frightening scenario happening". 

 

For investors, it is necessary to analyze the impact of 

climate change on the economy and on stocks. 

 

Unequal consequences. According to the World 

Meteorological Organization, 2015-2020 were the hottest 
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The worst polluters in the world 
Country or region emitting the most CO2 in 2018,  

in millions of tons 

Share of total (%) 

United-States 

India 

Japan 

South Korea 

Saudi Arabia 

China 

European 
Union 

Russia 

Germany 

Iran 

Canada 
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years on record. While climate change does impact all 

regions of the world, global warming and rainfall rates 

will not be distributed equally around the globe. Global 

warming will be more severe in some parts of the world. 

The economic impact of climate change will therefore 

also be variable, which will have important implications 

for asset returns. The world's wetlands are expected to 

become even wetter as climate change intensifies, while 

water is expected to become less available in areas 

where water supplies are already scarce. For example, 

India, Pakistan and Nepal are likely to experience more 

severe monsoon seasons, while countries in Africa and 

South America are expected to experience more intense 

aridity situations. Cold countries should see an increase 

in their productivity, while hot countries should see 

agricultural production decrease. 

 

According to a study by Schroders, over a 30-year 

horizon, Switzerland, Canada, Germany, France and the 

United Kingdom will all be better off in a scenario where 

global warming exceeds levels by more than 3°C pre-

industrial. Productivity is deteriorating in Australia and 

most emerging countries. 

Source: IDMC, Schroders Economics Group 

 

Extreme weather events will multiply, forcing part of the 

population to move. 

 Source: IDMC, Schroders Economics Group 

Studies show that climate change could improve business 

productivity and promote long-term growth; others show 

that national incomes would decline with disasters and that 

it would take several years to return to pre-disaster levels. 

 

Important climate decisions are likely to be taken at COP 

26 in Glasgow next November. 

• Invest in the theme of the decarbonization of the 

economy (solar, electricity, EV, carbon capture, etc.) 

• Buy fertilizer companies like Nutrien, Yara, Mosaic, 

Sociedad Quimica y Minera de Chile or soft commo 

trading companies like Archer-Daniels-Midland or 

Bunge 

• Emerging countries will be the weak link in climate 

change 
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The winners The losers

North developed countries Emerging countries

Fertilizers Energy

Soft commo trading Insurance/Reinsurance

Decarbonized investments Chemicals

CAT bonds

Construction

Technology

Green utilities

Climate change

The winners and the losers are a relative notion.This is the 

current vision which can change according to the measures 

taken by countries to limit global warming.
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Disclaimer - This document is solely for your information and under no circumstances is it to be used or considered as an offer, or a 

solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investment or other specific product. All information and opinions contained herein has been 

compiled from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to 

their accuracy or completeness. The analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions and different assumptions could 

result in materially different results. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its future performance. This document is 

provided solely for the information of professional investors who are expected to make their own investment decisions without undue 

reliance on its contents. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published without prior authority of PLEION SA. 
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